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ABYSS  ALCOR       ASHES  BINDI        BIPOT  CREST       FLINT  GABBA     
GILES    GROUP     H GENE  ICILY         LIONS  NINJA       LUNCH  OAPEC  
ON OFF  OUNCE     PASTA  PETER         PONTI  REELS       SHANE  SITES  
SOFIA  SPINS        TOADY   (Hint: Go and ogle new words)

This puzzle gives you the solutions first! The purpose is to practise jig-
sawing in 3D and get to know the setter’s style. Clues 1-27 are placed in 
random order. Your task, should you accept it, is to match the clues with 
their solutions. Jig-saw solutions into the diagram following the  arrows.
The ***** solution is formed from clue 3. There  are two visual clues one 
for the theme, and one for one written clue. Hint: if you put your CAR  in 
a spin you might get the RAC out! Themed clues are indicated by ‘

*****

2005

(Spot the ball)

29(Theme)28

Sycophantic
Amphibian 

27

What a tosser like 24 
does down under

26

I could slip into 
something comfortable 
for this Bulgarian girl

25

Locations for building 
and demolition (and 
sore eyes if we believe 
our ears)

24

First name of 
T S Irwing
- bit of a cowboy! 

23

Staggering dance 
films

22

Skipper dropped no 
good Carlo

21

Whacker pulled his 
hair out on hearing 
piper

20

Dough dried up for 
Italian Dad’s Army

19

Light-weight bouncer
bowled King out

18

Switch sides 

17

Initially our attack 
presented easy 
challenges.
They had us over a 
barrel.

16

Teeny turtle

15

Break box containing 
meat and two 
vegetables.

14

Symbolic English 
sleeping game

13

Gloves might be 
needed to handle this 
chemical firmly without 
emotion

12

Wells initially indicated 
direction between 
northeast
and east for hard 
grafting Hheredity unit 

11

Assemble ensemble

10

Reg Nifer -Iberian king 
of England

9

First battleground 
force meets Waterloo 
legends

8

Fantasy island hard 
man gets off with 
swashbuckling captain

7

Middle of the road 
kangaroo display or 
13 perhaps on top 
of a wave.

6

Camp performer at 
crap venue sounded 
like a toucan

5

Fingers found in tin of 
Dubbin disguised as 
vegetables

4

She’s a bit dizzy after
belonging to Angela

3

Star of Texas? Pan-
handle leading light

2

Fool found round by
gaping hole
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